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Mumonkan,    ch. 6

Joshu’s Wash Your Bowls

Joshu Osho was asked by a monk, “I have just entered this monastery.

Please, Master, give me some instruction.” Joshu said, “Have you finished break-

fast yet, or not?” The monk said, “I have finished.” Joshu said, “Then get out.

Go wash your bowls.” The monk had a realization.

Mumon’s comment

Joshu opened up his mouth, showing his gall bladder and exposing his

heart and liver. If the monk did not hear what was truly said, he would have

ended up calling a temple bell a jar.

I  think that  yesterday I  spoke up until  the part  where Joshu asked the

monk, “Have you finished breakfast yet or not?” and the monk says, “Yes. I ate

my rice gruel. I ate my oatmeal.”    We can see just how honest this monk was.

This is an appropriate answer, because in this zendo of Joshu’s, everybody, unless

you’re sick o/.r something, will have eaten their rice gruel for breakfast.    So he’s

absolutely honest.

But Joshu wouldn’t let him go with just that.

He keeps asking him, he says, “I don’t think that you ate your breakfast

just by using your hands. You probably had a dish or a bowl or something. Didn’t

you?”    So then he says, “If you did use a bowl to eat your breakfast, eat your rice

gruel, then this would be the time to wash it, wouldn’t it?”

The last word in the original is sa-re, a very curt way of saying, “Get out.”

This is the thus-going activity of thus-coming and thus-going.    This is the thus-

going activity, in Japanese, nyo-ko activity, the going activity.    In contradistinc-

tion to leaving, there is not leaving.

The thus-coming activity, nyo-rai activity, would be the activity of having

eaten one’s breakfast, and so the leaving activity is nyo-ko, thus-going.    As long

as you’re doing the activity of nyo-ko, you also will be doing the activity of nyo-

rai.

The author of this koan says that then the monk was enlightened. This
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word in the text really means, had a small enlightenment.

I wonder what kind of enlightenment he had? It’s up to all of you to put

yourselves in the place of this monk in the koan, and get an enlightenment for

yourself.  Maybe he  was  enlightened to  the  fact  that  his  practice  was  not  yet

enough, when he was told to take his bowls and go wash them.

Mumon’s comment on Joshu’s Mu was really long. It was about ten times

as long as his comment on this koan.    But in this koan Mumon gives a very short

comment.    The position that he’s standing upon when he gives this comment is

the position of the tenet of nyo-ko and nyo-rai, thus-going and thus-coming, and

from this perspective he gives his comment.

This isn’t a comment, and in zen we can’t make comments from the kind

of activity of knowing that you had when you were just born. It’s after you have

developed and grown and developed the activity of knowing.    He’s commenting

from the perspective of having clearly grown up, and gained the wisdom that un-

derstands the activities of thus-going and thus-coming.

But, as I just said, this comment is very short.    So it’s very difficult for us

to really see for ourselves in what way Mumon is standing upon the clear princi-

ple of thus-coming and thus-going when he’s giving this comment.    But some-

thing that’s very difficult  in general,  on the contrary,  it  can be seen to be ex-

tremely simple.    So although this comment is very short, and it seems kind of un-

interesting and not very bright, actually it’s a very, very well put together com-

ment that Mumon did, and that’s  what I want you to clearly understand, even

though it’s short.    It seems as if he’s really struggled about giving this comment

on the koan of Joshu’s Wash Your Bowls.

In the original version of this koan, the very first word is “Joshu,” simply

that, and that’s the way that Mumon also is taking it.

This is the kind of thing you really have to see clearly into yourself if you

want to understand whether these comments are correct or incorrect, or deep or

shallow in their understanding.    This koan is being shown to you, being given to

you without any kind of thinking, any kind of logic, simply, “Joshu.”

It seems like a comment that there’s nothing to say about at all.

What about Joshu? Was he a handsome zen person, or a disheveled mess?

That’s why it’s hard. That’s why you can’t get your hands on this.

When we meet something, we have to grasp the whole body of that thing.

Mumon has given us, taken up and given to us, the total body of Joshu.    The kind

of person Joshu was, was someone in which the beginning and the end, the start

and the result were both clear.
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The situation of the beginning and the ending being clear, and those clear

beginnings and endings repeating over and over, that’s what we call in zen, an

eternal being.

If you yearn after eternity, if you, in other words, want to live forever, then

you have to clearly understand the principle of eternity.

The way you should understand this then, is that the very activity which

forms Joshu is an activity that has a clear beginning and a clear ending.    Accord-

ing to Buddhism, according to  Tathagata Zen,  at  least  as  a  temporary way of

teaching, we say that the eternal activity which repeats over and over again, this

clear beginning and clear ending, is the dharma activity.    As I’ve been saying up

until  now, this  dharma activity  is  also called tatha-aagata activity,  the activity

which is comprised of both tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    I’ve been repeating over

and over to you that this activity does a repetitive cyclic activity of facing and

unifying, over and over again.

The condition of the source, the condition of the origin is the condition in

which this activity is happening without any thought or any will.

I also have been explaining to you that, during this process of facing and

unifying over and over again, arises a special new activity called jo-netsu, the heat

of  feeling.      When we meet  one another,  that’s  when this  activity  of  emotion

arises.    But it isn’t as if this emotion just pops up right away. It’s only after doing

the activity of unifying and facing tens of thousands of times that finally this ac-

tivity of emotion comes up, when we meet one another.    I also talked about how

that is when finally this condition of the source breaks apart, and the world of

past, present and future appears.

Mumon is picking up this situation very clearly, and then making his com-

ment of Joshu’s koan.    You can go to a bookstore, and on the shelf of that book-

store there probably will be ten or so, or more books of teishos on the Mumonkan.

Such a kind thing that is for them to have those books there for us.    But if you are

going to interpret this comment of Mumon’s, you can’t just take it on the level of

the words. That’s not really teisho.    Mumon is standing up and looking from the

position of a clear activity of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, and so if you don’t do the

same, you can’t understand his comment.

In the very beginning I said that one way of studying Buddhism is to study

Buddhism like a scholar, to study the sutras.That is the kind of study in which you

are affirming your "I am" self, and then studying like a scholar, and improving the

activity of knowing of that "I am" self.    But if you study in that way, then the

more you study, the more Buddhism will be an object for you, and then the more
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this way of thinking of the differentiation between subject and object will become

more and more fixated in you.

Then, the true disappearance of this "I am" self will never occur. You will

always be looking for either having or not having within the sutras, whether the

sutra has something or doesn’t have it.    This will just be studying Buddhism from

the perspective of the thinking self, which takes as an object either having or not

having.

All the sutras appeared after Shakyamuni had already died. Everyone who

wrote the sutras proclaimed that this  is what I heard Shakyamuni himself say.

All the sutras begin that way, “Thus I have heard.”    But all the sutras were writ-

ten by disciples of the Buddha. For instance, Ananda wrote some of them, but not

just him. All of the different disciples wrote their own versions.    That’s why there

are so many different schools, so many different sects of Buddhism that appeared.

I guess it’s natural for so many different schools to have risen up in opposition to

one another, because there were so many different disciples.

As we can look at the history and see that there were ten or twenty differ-

ent ones of these sects, then we can see that actually, some of the things they were

saying were the same.    So then we can see appearing here the kind of Buddhism

that was before all these different schools, the kind of Buddhism that was the

Buddhism of  the  living  Buddha himself.      The  Buddhism that  splintered  into

many different schools is Hinayana Buddhism, and the Buddhism that tries to live

the actual Buddhism of the living Buddha himself is Mahayana Buddhism, this

new Buddhism.

It’s emphasized by people of Tathagata Zen, zen people that are studying

this style, that even from the very ancient times, there was this way of studying

Buddhism which was different than scholarly study.    We are told in our tradition

that, when Shakyamuni passed away, the last words that he said was, “Believe in

the dharma activity. Be a light to yourself.”

So even in the very old days, there was a group of people that appeared

that said, “We don’t want to get into blabbering on and on about, “Thus I have

heard,” and “Shakyamuni Buddha said this or that.” We want to only manifest the

wisdom for ourselves which knows the dharma activity.”

The dharma activity is the activity which brings this world into being, and

as I’ve been telling you, it’s comprised of the plus and minus activities.    It was

Shakyamuni who successfully appealed to his own zazen, and put into practice

this activity, and realized for himself that the activity which forms the self and the

activity which forms the world is this very same activity.      It’s the tradition of
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Tathagata Zen, Nyorai Zen, to say that after Shakyamuni passed away, there was

this club, this group that was formed, and it was the group that said that we must

grasp for ourselves the very heart of the Buddha.    In Tathagata Zen we don’t de-

pend, therefore, on the sutras.    It’s not as if we just throw them out the window.

We do use them as references, but it isn’t the way of study of Tathagata Zen to

study the sutras.    To practice the dharma activity in your own zazen, that’s Tatha-

gata Zen.    I hope now you understand clearly the difference between the way of

studying in Tathagata Zen and academic study.

In Tathagata Zen, the very beginning of your zen practice is to figure out

how to clearly see into the condition of the origin yourself, and so, without com-

plaining about it, and without any words, you sit there and do that.    If you do

that, you will also understand for yourself that the situation of the condition of the

origin is the very condition of perfect wisdom, the wisdom which has no need to

know.    You will also clearly know that the one who knows that, the one who says

that, is the self  which has been born from the condition of the origin.      So if

you’re going to study zen, it’s very important to study clearly the foundation of

zen, from the very beginning.

We clearly negate the kind of knowing, the kind of wisdom which is a wis-

dom or a knowing which comes from unconditionally, uncritically accepting the

thinking "I am" self. We say that’s not the kind of wisdom which has appeared

from the condition of the source.

The very beginning of zen is to make you study this activity, and have you

clearly know that it’s when tatha-gata and tatha-agata, plus and minus, separate

from one another,  that  the  worlds  of  past,  present  and future  appear,  and the

present moment is the beginning of all existences, the self, which makes an object

of both past and future.    But it’s very difficult.

As your activity of consciousness develops and grows, you will come to

do the functioning of consciousness which recognizes the self as the subject, and

other than the self as object.    When subject and object are opposing one another,

facing one another, that is when they are doing the repetitive activity of unifying

and facing, over and over again.

What kind of a place are subject and object working in? They’re working

in this one singular, one and only world.    Man and woman may separate from

one another, but the place they live in is the same. Past, present and future are sep-

arate from one another, but past,  present and future all are residing in the one

dharma world. They all have one home.    To clearly teach this principle is the

very start of zen practice.
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When the present moment in this world of past, present and future disap-

pears, that’s when the world which is only plus and minus, only man and woman,

only tatha-gata and tatha-agata, again appears.    That’s the origin.    The world in

which the self has appeared is not the source, not the origin, but when the self dis-

appears, again the origin will appear.

It’s very difficult to do this practice for yourself, of the self which is the

present moment appearing, but also dissolving and disappearing.    But really, it’s

explaining the principle of this appearance that’s difficult. Actually, since every-

body is already always doing it, it’s not that difficult.

Mumon is very clearly grasping this principle, and making his comment

here.    What he’s saying is that it’s clear that Joshu is manifesting the condition of

the source, which has no will.    It’s difficult to really grasp this, because it’s not

directly stated in the words, but what Mumon is saying is that it’s a startling thing

that Joshu has broken the condition of the source apart, and the particular Joshu,

the child Joshu has appeared.    This is the condition in which Joshu has received

plus and minus, and receiving plus and minus, has appeared as the born child

Joshu.

When  this  Joshu as  child  then  again  disappears,  then  the  condition  in

which plus and minus are simply facing each other in the origin again will appear.

In  Mumon’s  comment,  when  he  says,  “Joshu  opened  his  mouth,”  that

opened mouth Joshu is the Joshu that has broken out from the condition of the ori-

gin.    So now you should know exactly what Mumon means by, “Joshu opened

his mouth.”

When Joshu opens his mouth, within the body of the original Joshu is the

world, the world of past, present and future appears.    So you have to grasp for

yourself exactly what Mumon is trying to say about this situation of the world of

past, present and future appearing within the very hara, the very belly of the origi-

nal Joshu.    To open the mouth means that the condition of one has broken into

two.    That’s the separation of host and guest, the division of subject and object.

Simultaneously, that’s when past, present and future appear.

What Mumon says about this is that, when Joshu opens his mouth, that

means when this condition of past, present and future appear, then he has clearly

manifested gall bladder and liver at that very same time. This word, to expose,

and to show, that means to manifest.

If we say that there’s a God, then this God has cut its own belly right open,

and has made gall bladder and liver appear, has manifested gall bladder and liver,

and in between the gall bladder and the liver, there is the child, who is looking
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upon, seeing the gall bladder and liver.

If you can understand it like this, then you can also see that Mumon was

quite a monk himself, who had really seen for himself into the condition of the

source.

The translator very kindly tried to mash together a lot of different other

people’s versions of the translations of this comment, and I’m not sure what he

actually came up with, so that’s why I’m giving my own explanation in detail

here, of what it really means.    When I read the English, I don’t know what is try-

ing to be said.    Even though there’s a lot of books out there, commenting on the

Mumonkan,    I don’t think that if you simply read those books, you will know the

Mumonkan.    Even though the bell rang, ching,    I’m going to keep on talking. 

This child who appeared and is looking at the liver and the gall bladder,

where did the child appear into?    It’s the heart. It’s the human heart.    I think it’s

probably the very place of the human heart that this child has appeared into.

This next sentence here, that begins with, “If,” no matter how you look at

it, the if has got to go. I know that the translator really tried his best, but take that

if out of there.

Maybe it was because the if was needed to make a grammatical English

sentence, but I don’t think so.

If you don’t have a grammatical subject, some kind of I there, and some

kind of predicate or verb, then I guess it isn’t English.    But in zen we say that in

the condition of the origin, if I is there, or if a verb is there, then it’s wrong.

The born self, there’s no getting around it, it needs both mother and father.

It needs the subject and the verb, this born child.    But in Buddhism we say that

when the child totally matures and grows up, then subject and verb both disap-

pear.

The person who said that in the beginning was Siddhartha.    That’s why

we can see, in historical terms, that in India Siddhartha was a revolutionary, a re-

sistance leader.

In the beginning, nobody listened to the teachings of Buddhism.

Let’s stop for today here.
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